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MESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIRMAN
Another year is closing, along with the pilgrim ‘season’, though we are finding
that there are a number of pilgrims ignoring that ‘season’ and heading to Spain
for a winter Camino. As one year closes and the new one approaches, good wishes go to our readers and their families. May your days be filled with joy and
peace and serenity as we enter the festive season.
One of the most common questions asked of me on my recent year long journey
was “Aren’t you afraid?”. My response was invariably “What is there to be afraid
of?”.
People saw my being alone as a potentially fearful thing, along with the possibility that something might happen to me, or that I was unsafe (walking through
their communities!). I love being with people, and really enjoyed meeting folk
along the way, but am fortunate that I don’t mind my own company either and
so being alone wasn’t fearful for me. I never felt unsafe, albeit walking through
the industrial cities and suburbs I walked with a heightened awareness of my
surroundings. Those responses though caused me to reflect on fear, and how it
can stop people from accomplishing their dreams.
This year, sadly, a number of things have happened, both on the Camino, and in
the wider community, that could make people fearful and affect their choices.
On the Camino several incidents have occurred, including the murder of an
American pilgrim and a road fatality, and worldwide we have seen terrorist attacks on cities that many commute through to reach the Camino. My concern is
that the fear of these things, which have been and gone, could stop people from
realising their dream of walking the Camino, whichever path they have chosen.
Things happen at home too, and yet most of us blithely go about our daily lives
without giving much thought to what might occur when we go out, and fortunately, for most of us, this doesn’t stop us. My hope is that the fear of what
might happen on, and getting to and from, the Camino doesn’t stop you from
being a pilgrim. Of course, as with any journey, safety and awareness need to be
considered, but don’t let fear paralyse your dream. Helen Keller, the deaf and
blind author and political activist sums this up beautifully: Avoiding danger is no
safer in the long run than outright exposure. The fearful are caught as often as
the bold.
Don’t let fear change your mind and stop you
from following your dream.

‘Hobbit holes’ ie bodegas en route to
Sahagun

Buen Camino.
Janet Leitch OAM (SA)
Cover photo: River Sil near Quiroga
on the Camino Invierno)
(see article on pages 4-7).
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HOSPITALERO TRAINING (IN SYDNEY)
Have you walked the Camino and now wish to give
back? Would you like to offer pilgrims the same warm
welcome that you received in your favourite albergues?
Hospitalero training, on behalf of the Hospitaleros Voluntarios section of
the Spanish Federation of Associations of Friends of the Camino of Santiago,
takes place in various countries including Australia. This training equips hospitaleros to work as volunteers in donativo albergues on the Camino. In keeping
with the spirit of volunteering, I am offering the training on a donativo basis.
Each hospitalero is assigned for either the first half or the second half of the
month overlapping one day with the preceding team and also with the team
following. This overlapping ensures a seamless flow to the workings of the albergue. This year, 23 Australians participated in the training which took place
in Sydney and in Perth. The next training sessions will be held early 2016 in
Sydney and Melbourne. Other locations will be scheduled when there are sufficient
numbers.
Dates
and
locations
will
be
posted
on
http://www.caminosantiago.org/
cpperegrino/hospitaleros/cursos.asp
and http://www.pilgrimsinsydney.org/
hospitalero.html
Julie-Ann Milne (NSW)
julie@pilgrimsinsydney.org
NB: See pages 16-18 for an article
on the Hospitalero experience at
Rabanal.

PILGRIMS IN SYDNEY 2016
Since 2006, this group has been helping pilgrims prepare for their first Camino
as well as providing social support for more experienced pilgrims. The first hour
of each meeting includes an introductory session for potential pilgrimage with
the rest of the time being unstructured. Meetings are held in the restaurant
area on level 1 of the City of Sydney RSL Club, 565 George Street, Sydney.
WEDNESDAY (odd months) 6pm (new pilgrims) 7:00 (general):
6 Jan, 2 Mch, 4 May, 6 Jul, 7 Sep, 2 Nov.
SATURDAY (even months) 11:30am (new pilgrims) 12:30pm (general)
6 Feb, 2 Apr, 4 Jun, 6 Aug, 1 Oct, 3 Dec
www.pilgrimsinsydney.org to verify location, date and times of meetings.
Message via the website or email julie@pilgrimsinsydney.org
Julie-Ann Milne (NSW)
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CAMINO DE INVIERNO / THE WINTER WAY
The Camino Invierno (also signed occasionally
as the Camino Real or Camino de Sur) is most
definitely a road less travelled: so much so
that it is not even on the common maps of
Camino routes, because it has not been conferred official status (yet). I first heard about
it this year when our Chairman returned from
the Friends of the Camino Associations Conference held in June in Galicia. The Spanish were
encouraging pilgrims to take this route to lessen the congestion on the Sarria-Santiago leg of
the Camino Francés. As my intrepid friend,
Sandra, and I had walked this leg back in the
last Holy Year, 2010, (as well as from St JeanPied-de-Port to Estella) we decided to divert
from the CF this year and test out the route.
The Invierno (CI) is definitely not for the fainthearted as it is quite isolated and challenging,
and there is a shortage of the usual pilgrim
facilities ie albergues, bars/cafes (and therefore ‘aseos!), as well as scarcer way-marking.
In fact, we were such a novelty on the route
that the common refrain from locals was,
while swiping their brows, “Muy lejos!” ie a
very long way away [from Australia]). We only
ever saw other pilgrims towards the end of the
route when the VDLP joins in (after Lalin), and
The variable C Invierno signage
then only 1-2 a day. Maybe this was partly due
to the fact that we were now ‘out of season’ - post European summer holidays.
The CI branches off from the CF at Ponferrada, and then travels 310k to Santiago via a rural, windy and often hilly route. It is quite beautiful. Since we had
already walked from Estella to Ponferrada, covering the Meseta which we had
not walked last time due to lack of time, we were well in the ‘pilgrim groove’
by the time we arrived at Ponferrada. However, there is no English guidebook
for the CI – all we had was a pamphlet of the route with major towns listed,
copious notes from the CSJ and a
Stunning scenery— Las Medulas
screed of Google maps done for us by a
area
friend. We were happier after we
found a Spanish guidebook at the Ponferrada Tourist Office for 10€, containing strip maps we could easily follow,
with distances shown between towns.
Dear John Brierley, please write a
guidebook for the lovely rural Camino
Invierno!
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Almost midday, and still misty
en route to Outeira

Belesar down below on the Rio Mino—
we walked down the mountain to get
there and then up the other side
(on Roman roads—hard work)

We worked between all our sources of information along the route, and completed the CI in 13 days (the book gives 2 plans: for 9 days and 12). The main challenge is the few times where the distance between towns is about 30k with NO
accommodation (or even villages) between—and not many albergues. The latter
did not bother us as we were quite happy to settle for real beds and sheets, but
we could not manage walking more than 20-25k a day so used taxis a couple of
times to cover part of the distance. And a few times we were only able to go
<10k because there was nowhere to stay after that within our reach. Each night
we planned the next day’s walk, according to accommodation… and feet! We
prefer to be free and ‘wing’ our accommodation but, gradually on this route, we
found that it was beneficial to choose the next hotel/hostal ahead and organise
it before we left that morning. While I do have some Spanish (a huge asset on
this route), I would politely ask the receptionist/manager to telephone ahead
and book us in so we had a definite destination. This was after our experience at
O Barco, a city where we were redirected backwards to a hostal (“cerca, cinco
minutes!”) which turned out to be far more that ‘5 minutes’ away, and not exactly ‘nearby’. We developed a ‘rule’ after that that we never went back on our
path! (Another truism we learned to be wary about was that if a local says it is
nearby, it is probably not, for us anyway as peregrinas cansadas (tired)!
So, Day 1, and we set out - in the dark - from the Albergue San Nicolas de Flue at
Ponferrada, feeling more confident
about finding our way along this largely
untried and unknown route: ‘in the dark’
Right: Church of Fatima at A Rua—we stayed
behind—up some alleyways—at the very old
Casa Solana run by Asuncion (below) who runs
the Amigos association in the area
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Alto de Faro: (Below) Windmills and (Right) looking back to Chantada, swathed in mist

because the hospitalero jovially awoke everyone, turning the lights on at 6.15!
As it wasn’t light till after 8am, we were a bit miffed at having to start a new
route in the dark and, indeed, a kindly local wanted to redirect us to the main
CF route out. However we did easily locate the first plinth at the stone bridge
de Bierzo and then were on our way. Looking back over Ponferrada swathed in
morning mist was stunning! The views continued, uphill and down dale, often
with mountains either side, or with a river in between. There was the day, after
the 100k mark (very exciting!) when we walked down a beautiful (but not easy
walking) rocky Roman ‘road’ for 3k to a riverside bar (which would not serve us
food because it was actually a restaurant), only to gaze up over the Rio Mino and
up the other side to a huge high hill! Oh yes, we did have to go up that, another
few ks, part of which was another really steep rocky Roman road. Then 5k down
a modern tarmac road to our hotel, pre-booked at Chantada. Quite a day.
“The Camino will provide.” And indeed it did.
The synchronicities just kept happening. One at
Quiroga where the municipal albergue was
closed but with a notice on it to ring for help –
right at that moment, a UK ex-pat local walking
past heard us speaking English and offered to
help. He rang the manager and we were let in,
to find we had the whole place to ourselves, as
well as a bath – balm to weary pilgrims.
But the most amazing synchronicity was that my
birthday just happened to fall on the day after
Lalin (or Rundle Mall Adelaide?)
we were due to arrive at Monforte
de Lemas, which boasts a Parador!
Bridges and ravines near Silleda
I didn’t know this until the night
before when I happened to glance
at the battered notes I was carrying. I immediately booked it on my
phone (only 85€) and we took a
taxi there the next day, as it was a
30k day with nothing in between.
We thought it ‘obligatory’ to make
the most of this fantastic opportunity and thoroughly enjoyed the
AFotC Newsletter #15 December 2015
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The Parador at Monforte de Lemas

Birthday drinks and English conversation with
UK expats at a casa rural near Fion

palatial luxury of this 17th century Benedictine monastery to the fullest, with its
free pre-dinner champagne, silver service meal, and amazing buffet breakfast
(to say nothing of the bathroom!). Meanwhile we also explored the town and the
precincts of its Roman bridge, favouring its local bar with wonderful tapas and
Wifi. This area is also part of the Ribeira Sacra, famous for its wine.
The CI follows the Rio Sil for several days with spectacular scenery. Evidence of
the Romans continues along the route and if one wants to deviate a little, there
are gold mines at Las Medulas to inspect, as well as slate mines further on. We
were constantly walking past families grape-picking, lands being prepared for
winter crops, late maize and sunflowers; cows and sheep as well as piggeries
and a few beehives. We wondered why cows were being milked so late only to
discover later that the milkers (‘Swiss’ cows) are kept mostly inside sheds and
only beef cattle are free to roam. Maize is grown for the animals and although
we saw pumpkins growing everywhere, we never ate any. We found the locals to
be generous and hospitable - a farmer came off his tractor to give us grapes,
while later an elderly couple hurried back to hand us a bag of fresh fruit.
The Invierno is a most tranquilo, rural and scenic
route, highly recommended to anyone who wants
to take a different and more peaceful way to
SdC. Despite the reduced pilgrim infrastructure,
we had no trouble collecting sellos for our
credencial (but collecting our distance Compostela at the Pilgrim Office was a little more complicated with 2 routes to include on it). Go for it!
Alison Bell (SA)

AFotC member #1

Discarded pilgrim ‘mementos’ on the
outskirts of Santiago
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Camino Francés
Walking on icy paths to Roncesvalles,
scenery devoid of colour
in this silent, enchanting otherworld,
snow on bare branches under a sullen sky.
We hide under our hats to escape the sun
on the wide brown treeless Meseta,
fields of churned, furrowed earth
stretch shadeless to the horizon.
Our boots slide through thick, sticky mud,
we slip down slaty slopes,
over rolling, rounded rocks
and along hills purple with wildflowers.
We stop in authentic Spanish villages,
local women in aprons, winding streets of stone houses,
ornate churches with art treasures, gilt, gold,
cold and cavernous in early spring.
On our 800 km hike
we share the path with new companions,
we are a travelling, international family,
walking alone and yet together.
Many have walked before us
on these remnants of ancient Roman roads,
many will follow
to seek, to find, to answer questions, to fulfil dreams.
Isabel Nankivell (SA)
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BOOK REVIEW
Jean Mitchell-Lanham The Lore of the Camino de Santiago:
a literary pilgrimage Two Harbors Press, Minneapolis USA,
2015 180pp.ISBN-13:978 1 63413 333 3 Available from
www.bookdepository.com US$17.30 AUD$24.15 [incl P&H].
This book is one the latest, and most eclectic, informative
and best researched contributions to the burgeoning literature on the Camino, which I became aware of when I had
the good fortune to walk awhile with its author, Jean
Mitchell-Lanham, on the Camino Portugués this year.
Mitchell-Lanham, a retired Californian professor of
Romance languages has specialised since the 1970s in
Spanish medieval literature, something manifest in a book which aptly uses in its
title Lore - defined as ‘all of the knowledge about a particular subject, especially that of a traditional nature’. She has also twice walked the Camino Francés,
which is the focus for the book. Interspersed throughout are often wry, humorous
bits as well as tips from her walking experience which would resonate with many
pilgrims. One of the miracles she gives thanks to St James for in her prologue is
that “I lost nearly 13 kilos, lowered my cholesterol by 56 points and my distance
vision returned to 20/20”! Among the book’s walking tips are “Always go at your
own pace”, and “Never leave home without your walking poles”, the latter in
part because “they are great navigating tools in a heavy fog”!
However the distinction of the book is that it provides a different view of the
Camino by guiding the reader to the literary creations on or near it, with insights
and commentary by the author. It does so in eleven intriguingly titled chapters,
examples of which are Legends of the scallop shell and the Oca, Construction
workers and ‘fowl play’, Camino miracles and, the final chapter about St James,
Missionary-pilgrim and Matamoros. Perhaps the most surprising chapter, but
which doubtless would resonate most with its American readers, is Meeting Papa
Hemingway and the gang of nine - Ernest Hemingway in the 1920s spent time in
Burguete and Pamplona.
The Lore of the Camino is a reasonably priced and nicely produced book, with a
very readable font, and an attractive cover. Two Harbors Press deserves congratulations, as certainly does the author, for facilitating its availability as a unique,
informative, enjoyable, and thus highly commended addition to the corpus of
Camino literature. All pilgrims - past, present, and prospective - should consider
investing in it.
“Here’s something to ponder. As the pilgrimage grows every year, so will
new stories. What stories will be gleaned from these pilgrims in the next
millennium?” What stories indeed.
Dr Alan Bundy (SA)
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All contributions to the Editor
bell.alison*optusnet.com.au (replace * with @ to avoid spam).
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CAMINO MADRID—APRIL/MAY 2015
Via Romana, Fuenfria pass

Well it is certainly a road less travelled and for all that, it is certainly
no less enjoyable. Each of the Caminos has its own character and the
Camino de Madrid is no different in
that respect, although to be able to
enjoy your own company is a definite advantage on this one. Everyone
seemed to be well aware of the
route and its purpose and also
seemed aware of the placement of
hostals. The hostals themselves,
though often small, were frequent in
location, mostly very comfortable (some even brand new), absurdly reasonable in
cost and staffed with dedicated hospitaleros/as.
The degree of difficulty is medium with one or two stiff climbs – the first, on the
Fuenfria Pass to Segovia and the second, a small double ravine on the outskirts of
Penaflor de Hornija. I arrived in Madrid via Heathrow and stayed at Hostal Persal
near Puerta del Sol. Madrid has very interesting grand archictecture, wide safe
boulevards and the route starts at the Parish Church of Santiago and San Juan
Bautisto near the Royal Palace. The well-marked path to Tres Cantos winds
through wasteground, parks, housing estates industrial areas, a busy motorway
and cycle tracks.
Accommodation in the basement of the Town Hall and administrative offices
(ayuntamiento) of Tres Cantos provided excellent facilities and a marvellous
restaurant at the rear. No charge was accepted and staff went out of their way
to be helpful. I found my way out of town but at the edge had to wait until sunrise to make sure of the yellow arrows. The way now becomes a constant stream
of wildflowers, which feature the whole 320km length of the Camino. The very
pretty hill-top town of Colmenar Viejo leads on to lovely Manzanares el Real,
famous for its fantastic castle and for the recreational facilities . The albergue is
no longer functional but the ayuntamiento will be very helpful in providing accommodation at inexpensive rates. From the Plaza I heard the first cuckoo and
the clattering of storks nestbuilding.
The climb out of Manzanares is quite steep and it gets steeper out of Mataelpino
where the way winds through pine woods and eventually descends into Cercedilla. The albergue is located in the polydeportivo but I stayed at Villa Castorea
marvellously comfortable – and they will pack a picnic breakfast for you. A bonus
is that the Villa is on your path out towards Fuenfria in a very exclusive part of
town. The road ends at the beginning of the National Park and a good path takes
over and gradually morphs into the old Roman Road which rises, steeper and
steeper still and very rocky. Oak, birch and ash give way to pines and conifers
and the sound of water cascading and gurgling fills the air.
AFotC Newsletter #15 December 2015
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The descent was pleasant with pine needles and grass carpeting the soft path
and little rivulets of clear, cold water crossing the way every 100m or so. The
conifers thin eventually and the path becomes an even grassy slope of seemingly
common grazing pasture with occasional mobs of cattle and horses. Segovia,
visible in the distance seemed only a few ks away yet it was nearly 3 hours later
before I was walking into this gem of a city. Everything was booked out because
of a combination of a children’s football carnival and the local Saint’s Day but
the Tourist Centre near the Roman Aqueduct was able to put me on the path to
Zamarramala some 3 km from Segovia. What a find this was! A spotless, brand
new Hostal, a charming and most helpful hospitaliera, a tiny, friendly village
with the most amazing view of Segovia – and they wouldn’t accept a cent for
accommodation.
Valseca, Los Huertos and Ane: the way follows the lightly wooded valley of a
small river and eventually a small church 2km from Ane, another saint’s day and
the population of Ane were all at the church for folk dancing, music, singing and
Mass. After Mass it was all back to the only bar in the village for a fiesta. Unfortunately, a couple of km from Ane I missed a yellow arrow to the left and
marched straight on. Lovely, undulating country of the Meseta, all big sky and
wheat. Two hours later expecting to be marching into Pinilla Ambroz 4 km from
SMLRDN I was more than confused to see that the village was Armuna and… they
were also celebrating their saint’s day with a communal lunch in the plaza – all
247 of the Armunanians. Fortunately they made my welcome, and wined and
dined me and were on the point of driving me to SMLRDN when one true believer said “No, he is a pilgrim, he must walk, he won’t take a lift” He turned to
me, “You must walk, mustn’t you?” Foolishly I nodded and immediately turned a
29km hike into a 42km marathon.
The hostal in SMLRDN, a private one, is run on donations. It is small, comfortable and clean. The village is quite charming with a fine 14thC Church of Nuestra
Senora de la Soterrana and a nice arcaded central plaza which doubles as a very
lively outdoor bar.
The castle at Coca
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Nieva, Nava de la Asuncion, then
Coca. We are now in the Tierra de
los Pinares, the land of the pine
trees. There is a huge industry in
collecting pinesap for the production of resin and pine scent. All
day, the path, very sandy and
loose at this stage, passes through
pine forests which are grown for
the production of pinesap. Millions
of trees are tapped – much as rubber trees were tapped in Malaysia
and Brazil, the trees scored and
the sap leaking down into collecting buckets – originally terra-cotta
AFotC Newsletter #15 December 2015

but mostly plastic or tin these days.
Probably every air-freshener and toilet cleanser has its pine fragrance
from here, not to mention the rosin
used by ballet dancers, gymnasts and
violinists. The species is Pinus pinaster and the amount collected from
around here is in excess of 12,000
tons.

Cresting the rise to Sahagun

Coca is home to arguably one of the most fantastic castles in Spain, the 15thC
Gothic-Mudejar, red-brick creation built by the Moors for Bishop Alonso de Fonseca. Coca also retains some of the original medieval walls and the city gates. A
lively town with a Refugio Municipal in an older style two storey house with a
very creaky bannister (but comfortable nevertheless). Pick up the key from
Charo, who lives nearby: she’s quite talkative and everybody knows her.
From Coca to Villeguillo to Alcazaren the route passes through more dense pine
forests then alongside heavily irrigated newly planted strawberries and huge
fields of leeks being harvested, which perfumed the air for many a kilometre.
Alcazaren boasts another fine, new comfortable albergue, the key of which is
kept at the Bar Real (which seemed to be the only place to eat). Two Mudejar
churches and a pensioners club provided the only excitement, but the albergue is
good.
The mid-way point between Madrid and Sahagun is reached at ‘Brazuelas’, 5km
the other side of Alcazaren, a large family farming concern, walled and closed to
outsiders but looks interesting. The final 9km to Puente Duero is along a main
road which is at odds with the general experience of this particular route but the
town and especially the albergue makes up for that. Puente Duero is a very neat
and tidy town, plenty of facilities and a delight of an albergue at Calle Aniago,
just at the bridge, with an excellent bar/restaurant is close by. The approach to
the town by way of the Canada de Valdestillas is lined with small artisan workshops. The albergue, run by Arturo, is a wooden hut with a pleasant garden,
homely atmosphere, clean with a
lived-in feel is a ‘must see’.
Plaza San Juan at Villalon de Campos
From Puente Duero to Simancas
(6km) I found it easier to walk on
the cycle track next to the walking
track beside the main road, as
there were only occasional cyclists
who all seemed very friendly.
Simancas, a hilltop town situated
above the Duero, is very prosperous and picture-postcard pretty but
a nice steep pull up a short sharp
slope to the Plaza Mayor where
AFotC Newsletter #15 December 2015
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there is a huge Romanesque church
and a rebuilt ‘Chateau-style castle’.
The river flats of the Duero are home
to lots of irrigated market gardens.
7km further along is Wamba, a pretty
limestone village with a beautifully
restored Nuestra Senora de la Asuncion (928), a mixture of Mozarabe,
Romanesque and late classical... and
closed. Wamba is named after the
Visigothic King Wamba (672) and there
is an image, in chunky limestone, of
Mudejar Romanesque church: Santervas de Campos what he may have looked like at the
entrance to the village.
A further 7km to Penaflor de Hornija, which can be seen from a long way off.
What you don’t see are the two ravines to cross just before the pueblo... It took
two beers at the Bar Hornija in the Plaza just to get my breath back. The hostal,
which I mistook at first for the Town Hall, is spacious and comfortable with excellent bathroom facilities. The largish Plaza Mayor is well furnished with attractive limestone buildings and rather less well furnished with people.
Wide fields and big sky, little shade on the road to Castromonte, where a line of
trees in the distance indicate a large piggery. Not a modern piggery, factory-like
with indoor inhabitants unable to move but the most weird concoction of odd
paddocks with the most eclectic collection of ‘fencing materials’ with sows and
piglets everywhere. Little gangs of piglets roaming at will in and out of the fencing. They all looked far happier in the dust and mud than in a factory farm and
judging by the volume of plastic bread wrappers floating around the countryside
they seemed to exist mainly on sliced white bread.
After Castromonte, on the track to Valverde de Campos, the instructions at one
point became a little confusing, the words ‘a yellow arrow points to the right
and then shortly after to the left along a track which descends into Valverde de
Campos. “Shortly after” turned out
Medina canal - dawn
to be over a kilometre! Outside
Valverde the path follows abandoned train tracks which leads to
Medina de Rioseco, the main city
of the Tierra de Campos (the Gothic fields), Ciudad de los Almirantes
(the city of the admirals).
The albergue I chose was the Convent of the Poor Clares, at the
edge of the city – an austere building surrounded by high limestone
walls. The albergue section is a
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separate, low, stone building Segovia from Zamarramala
just inside the walls, very
comfortable, self-enclosed
with all facilities. Booking in
with the nuns in the main convent I was struck by the eagerness, gentleness and interest
they showed towards visitors
from the outside world and
although conversation with the
outside world was not officially encouraged they showed
great interest in my Australian
credencial. One nun then escorted me back to the albergue section. I surveyed
the pleasant room and noticed that there were six or so beds showing signs of
having been slept in and left unmade. I concluded that the good nuns perhaps
had a relaxed attitude to more worldly things like housework. The beds were still
unmade when I left early next morning. Next door was a similar dormitory that
appeared to be given over to cyclists only.
Medina is a great city to explore on foot, parks and gardens, two of the best
churches on the Camino, two great museums, marvellous restaurants, pleasant
plazas and ancient, arcaded streets of great age and charm. I left the convent at
6.30am (after tidying my bed) and found a bar open near the Medina Canal.
Fresh orange juice and the genuine chocolate con churros. Then began the nicest
early morning walk on the Camino, straight along the Canal de Campos for 8km
with the air cool and the sun rising in a cloudless sky, gravel underfoot. Treelined path and that rarest of things in Spain, birdsong. The sound of close fields
being irrigated and the quiet gave a sense of timelessness.
Then on over vast fields of potatoes, wheat and peas to the village of Tamariz
with the dusty pink tamarisk trees in full bloom, the same quiet, not a soul and
on to Cuenca de Campos where I found a nice bar run by a very helpful family.
They were in the throes of repainting and redecorating but still managed to find
a cold beer and a plateful of
crunchy things (otters’ noses or
Plaza San Juan at Villalon de Campos
pigs’ ears) for me.
I followed an old train track to
Villalon de Campos (5km) where
the yellow arrows led me through
the charming pueblo until I lost
them on the other side. I asked a
passing couple about the location
of the albergue and was informed
that I was standing on the last arrow outside the establishment and
that they were the hospitaleros
AFotC Newsletter #15 December 2015
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(Louis and Marissa from Madrid). I must
say that I kicked another goal with this
albergue, very comfortable and spotlessly clean—everything that you could
wish for.
Villalon de Campos is a beautiful little
pueblo with lots of streets arcaded in
the old style with tree trunk pillars
supporting upper stories and providing
shade for the footpaths. Fine adobe
buildings in the Plaza San Juan which
also features a famous Gothic/
Renaissance Rollo richly covered in
carved scallop shells. This was carved
by stonemasons from the Burgos
Cathedral.
Next morning after breakfasting well

Medina de Rioseco with Louis and Marissa I turned left at

the ancient fountain and took the
country path across the fields to Fontihoyuelo then on 12km to Santervas de
Campos. There, in the Plaza Juan Ponce is the albergue, the bar and the shop –
all run very efficiently by Irene, who will provide a menu del dia if asked nicely.
The Mudejar-Romanesque church of Saints Gervasio y Protasio is justly famous
and has been well restored and the pueblo is also famous as the birthplace of
Juan Ponce de Leon discoverer of Florida and whose name is forever associated
with the fruitless pursuit of the fabled ‘ Fountain of Youth’.
The final leg to Sahagun follows the arrows to Arenillas via a pleasant grassed
path that borders the river to Granjal de Campos. Passing up the chance to see
two castle fortresses at Granjal, I found my pace quickening for the last 5km to
Sahagun which remained hidden from view until cresting a steep rise I looked
down on the Church of The Holy Trinity (now the main Pilgrim hostal).
In the thirteen days that I had The road out of Cercedilla
walked, I encountered a mere six
other walkers who were on the
same route. Most nights I had the
hostal/albergue to myself. I sat
for two hours enjoying a long
lunch in Sahagun and counted
over a 120 pilgrims walking/
limping past and I thought to myself that sometimes solitude has a
lot going for it. At least it forced
me to work on my Spanish.
Pete Smith (NSW)
Page 15
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RABANAL DEL CAMINO—THE HOSPITALERO EXPERIENCE
When I walked the Camino de Santiago
through the north of Spain in 2011, I
reached the small village of Rabanal
del Camino on 3 September. Staying in
the Refugio Gaucelmo was definitely a
highlight. Gaucelmo was a fitting name
because he was a 12th century local
hermit who built a church, a hospice
and hospital for pilgrims. His spirit
lives on for I received one of the
warmest welcomes from the three
hospitaleros.
Refugio Gaucelmo & the Monastery next door

The refugio is run by the Confraternity of St James, an English-based organisation. It organises a roster of hospitaleros from its members. Volunteers stay for two weeks. Everyone at some stage
has walked the Camino. I thought at the time... “I’d like to do that one of these
days”. That day arrived in June this year. I had already joined Australian Friends
of the Camino, and had expressed an interest in being a hospitalero. In January
I underwent a 2-day training course in Sydney.
I revised my limited knowledge of Spanish for the ability to converse in Spanish
was considered a desirable attribute. Pilgrims come from many countries so the
Camino is a multilingual environment. As part of our hospitalero training we
were given a five language dictionary covering all the likely situations –
Spanish, English, French, Portuguese, and German.

Rabanal is beautiful. In the middle ages it was an important stopping place for
pilgrims on the way to Santiago. It crumbled into a heap of ruins due to
centuries of neglect but now, following the late 20th century revival of the
pilgrimage, house by house it is gradually being restored, including the refugio,
a major project of the Confraternity. It was once the parish house and began
operating in 1991 to fill the gap in accommodation between Astorga and Ponferrado, an exposed and rugged 54km stretch of the Camino. The refugio offers
accommodation for 40 bona fide pilgrims only. Pilgrims who use motorised
assistance (eg luggage transport services) are not normally admitted unless
there are health issues or other valid reasons. The refugio is beautiful. It has an
extensive garden with many rose bushes in full bloom as well as a herb garden.
On 28 May I flew to Madrid, then took a bus to Astorga and a taxi about 20ks to
Rabanal. I met my two fellow hospitaleros, Hope and Finola, both English. We
spent the first few days settling in and soon developed into an excellent working
team. We had lots of fun with much banter and jokes. We were incredibly busy
every day. Whoever was on breakfast got up at 5.30am and we closed the gates
at 10pm. We had to deal with all manner of issues, from hail storms which
flooded a dormitory, power failures, bed bugs, drunken pilgrims, and all manner
AFotC Newsletter #15 December 2015
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of requests from pilgrims. Some days we lurched from minor crisis to crisis. But
we coped.
The pilgrims came from many countries and spoke many languages. In the two
weeks we welcomed 470 pilgrims from 36 countries, including five Australians.
Finola has good Spanish but no French, while both Hope and I had good French
and limited Spanish. I was both surprised and pleased just how far I got with my
limited Spanish. One of my jobs was to lead the pilgrims to their beds, encourage them to put their pillows in the pillow case so that I would know which beds
were taken and show them the kitchen, showers and toilets . Although most had
at least a smattering of English, I developed a little patter, jumping from language to language and frequently resorting to gestures. That five language
dictionary came in incredibly handy.
We gave the pilgrims a breakfast of bread and jam but I offered the Australians
vegemite. The pilgrims departed by 8am and then we spent 3 hours cleaning and
preparing the refuge for the next lot. Standards of hygiene are very high and I
learned many new skills relevant to industrial cleaning. I reckon I could go into
the business. About 11am we rewarded ourselves with a coffee at one of the
bars.
The pilgrims were great to meet and so thankful for what we offered – a warm,
cheerful welcome, a chance to care for their aching bodies and blistered feet,
hot showers, a place to wash their clothes, a lovely garden for warm days and a
fire when the days were cold. Many said the warm welcome and its peaceful
ambience made our refugio one of the best on the Camino. A Frenchman told
me we probably did not realise what impact we were having. I could relate to
his comment because I had experienced expressionless hospitaleros who tapped
their pencil impatiently while I searched for my passport, who made no eye contact, who focused on their phones and pointed at the register, indifference oozing out of every pore. It was nice to feel that we were doing something worthwhile and appreciated.
We did not offer dinner but referred
the pilgrims to our kitchen or to one of
The three Hospitaleros: Finola, Noel, Hope the two restaurants. However, we did
provide English afternoon tea every
afternoon at five, an institution which
seemed to be well known on the
Camino. It was wonderful to see the
pilgrims coming together, discussing
their experiences, supporting and encouraging each other.
The refugio has very good relations
with the approximately 35 permanent
residents of the village and we got to
know many of them. Susanne ran the
Page 17
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small shop around the corner. Her husband Ramόn was the refugio’s handyman.
He showed me how to start the lawn mower and then did the job of cutting the
grass himself. Sarah and her sister Anne ran the shop around the other corner.
Antoine, Christina and Ivan (Susanne’s son) worked in the restaurant/bar opposite while Augustine, Susanna and Manipaz ran the other restaurant/bar just up
the road. Esperanza, Isabelle and Mercedes ran the other refugio. We gave our
bread scraps to an old chap, Oblines, for his chooks. He spent his day either sitting on a bench outside his house or in either of the two bars.
Next door was the monastery (Monasterio Benedictino de San Salvador de Monte
Irago). The monks were German and came to our afternoon tea to meet pilgrims.
We saw Brother Marinus, a young novice, every day and the abbot Father Xavier
regularly. Brother Marinus was a serious young man while Father Xavier had a
delightful larrikin streak and a great sense of fun. Although Spanish he was also
fluent in German and English. The monks held daily services in the village church
opposite, all sung in Gregorian chant. One of our jobs was to enlist pilgrims to
read a prayer in their own language at the 7pm Vespers. Compline at 9.30pm
included a pilgrims’ blessing although many weary pilgrims had retired by then.
Our two weeks passed so quickly and in no time our replacements arrived – Donna, Barbara and Susan all from Canada. We spent a day handing over and then
we were free, a strange sensation after our 2 weeks of responsibility. I attended
the 9.30am Mass for the first time for I had been busy every other day with my
cleaning chores. I lit a candle for my Maris, my wife of 42 years, who died 10
years before of suicide after years of suffering from depression. I shed a tear I’m
afraid. The day was Tuesday which happened to be the day when Fr Xavier celebrated the Mass in English as all the locals were at the market in Astorga. He
made a special point of blessing and thanking the departing hospitaleros. Outside, there were hugs and farewells, and then the three of us, Hope, Finola and
I, walked 9ks to the Cruz de Ferro. This iron cross is on top of a cairn begun in
pre-Roman times, making it the most ancient monument on the Camino.
Gaucelmo christianised it by placing the cross. The tradition is to place on the
cairn a rock carried from home, which is what I did, all the way from my garden
in Jindabyne. We said goodbye.
The monks lead the villagers in the
Finola continued walking to PonCorpus Christi procession
ferrado while Hope and I ordered
a taxi to take us back to Astorga.
From there, I took the bus to
Madrid and then the night train to
Lisbon, where I began walking the
Camino Portugués.
Noel Braun (NSW)
Author: The day was made for
walking: An Aussie’s search for
meaning on the Camino de
Santiago
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GROUP NOTICES
BLUE MOUNTAINS GROUP
This new group began most successfully in May this year and had 6 activities 5 dinners (175 attendees overall) and a film night ("Walking the Camino - 6 Ways
to Santiago" - over 120 attendees). They are now setting up a website ''bluemountainscamino.com' and 'bluemountainscamino.org'.
In 2016 they are hosting Pilgrim meals at Glenella Guest House and Sportsbunkhouse on Govetts Leap Road, Blackheath @ 7pm on Fri 29 January, 26 February and 29 April), with further gatherings planned. Their area mirrors the
Camino, with walks between Mount Victoria, Blackheath, Medlow Bath,
Katoomba and Leura, off the highway on paths being constructed on dirt and
made-up tracks for walkers and cyclists. Each leg is 6.5 - 7kms with excellent
cafes and restaurants, and accommodation varying from albergue-style to 5*
hotels. There is a 1 hour train connection each way between all points.
If travelling that way, or for further information contact:
Tony Jacques (NSW) Ph. 0412 359 101
PERTH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA
WA pilgrims meet monthly on the last Sunday at Botanicals Cafe in King’s
Park, from 9am onwards. They also have a Facebook page: Australian Pilgrims
on the Camino.
Contact Susan Morris susanawee@gmail.com
ADELAIDE, SA
Everyone is welcome to our meetings
(gold coin donation) which are held bimonthly, on weekends, usually at a central
church hall. There are a variety of topics
and speakers, with plenty of time to chat
over a shared afternoon tea.
2016: 7 Feb (Botanic Gardens);
17 Apr; 19 Jun; 23 Jul (St James Day
celebration); 11 Sep (AGM); 20 Nov.
For more information contact Janet Leitch
info@afotc.org
PLEASE SEND YOUR GROUP NOTICES TO THE EDITOR
bell.alison*optusnet.com.au (replace * with @ to avoid spam)
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THE MAGIC OF THE MESETA… IN EARLY AUTUMN
Ah – at long last the Meseta! Having
been born in the mid north of South
Australia I was looking forward to
experiencing this much maligned
area of Spain – read the books!
As I walked out of Burgos, I thought
“flat, dull, boring, nothing to see.
Mile upon mile (kilometres) of same
old same old”.
What a wonderful surprise! Around
every bend, along every straight
stretch, there was a little gem to
lighten the load and lift the plod. What magical things did I see and share with
my walking friend Ali - and any other pilgrim willing to listen. The vistas were
amazing. I could see for miles and miles; the open country gave me a feeling of
space, lightness and freedom. The undulating hills presented a target to walk
towards to and I could enjoy the fields and paddocks, a patchwork of browns and
taupes and anything in between. All the crops had been harvested (except sunflowers), some fields had been ploughed for next year’s sowing and some had
been left fallow. Some had the plough furrows going across and some up and
down: from my viewpoint, a riot of colour and patterns. While walking, I spent
time musing on what crops had been harvested this year and what may be sown
for next season.
Where were the animals? There was a lot of hay and haystacks but no animals.
There were also no fences. We were told that the dairy cattle were kept in barns
all year round while the beef cattle were allowed outside to graze. Okay, no
beef cattle in that part of Spain and no sheep either, although I did once see a
shepherd with a small flock
of sheep.
Left: Canals and ploughed
fields (near Poblacion)
Below: Via Aquitana, the
Roman road to Caldazilla
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The wonderful roadside vegetation and vistas of the Meseta
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The difficult-to-see labyrinth en route to Caldazilla
pin
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Dawn on the Meseta trail

Always walking west

The roadside vegetation was wonderful. All along were little wildflowers – pink,
blue, yellow, white and even mauve thistles. One day we passed a (little) clump
of crocuses in the middle of the path. Ali and I just stood in awe as no one had
stepped on them, but on chatting to people later, no one had even seen them.
The same with a couple of small clumps of poppies (well out of season) at the
side of the road.
Dawn. Up early, get an early start to the day and wait for the sun to come up,
approximately 8.15am. There did not seem to be a pre-dawn: dark one minute
and then bright daylight the next. But we cast long beautiful shadows, in front of
us, as we were walking west of course. Dawn also brought the fabulous smell of
the dew on the new-mown hay. And the freshly ploughed ground. How delicious.
Beautiful country smells that connected me with the earth.
We walked along long straight roads past
canals and waterways, down into dry
creek beds and even stumbled on a labyrinth. We checked the flowers daily, sat
in the grass at the side of the path and
picnicked (only to pass a pop-up van
100m down the road). There were rises,
clumps of trees, all targets to walk to.
We had blackberries on our walk and
often stopped and finished breakfast
with a feast of these delicious fruits. We
watched the farmers go to their fields
about 10am... not much work till siesta
time. Knowing there was somewhere to
stay at the end of the day and most of
all a long cold beer. How much better
can it get!

Sandra somewhere near Sahagun

Sandra Margaret (SA)
AFotC member #2
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Camino Chaplaincy
OUTREACH PROGRAMME
Priests wanted
May - October 2016
Priests who have made the
pilgrimage to Santiago are sought to
provide a voluntary pastoral service
including daily mass and confession
for pilgrims based in locations along
the Camino. The minimum
commitment is two weeks.
Applications for longer placements
of up to 6 months are very welcome
from those who are retired or on
sabbatical.
Accommodation is provided.
For further information write
to: caminochaplaincy@gmail.com
www.caminochaplaincy.blogspot.com

OFFICIAL NEWS
2016 will be an
important year for
pilgrims to Rome
and Santiago de
Compostela,
as special events
take place in both
cities for the

Holy Year
of Mercy
(also called a
Jubilee year).
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CROSSWORD—SPANISH ART & ARCHITECTURE

2 Down
Across
1. ___ was a co-creator of cubism.
6. A cypress ___ was given for Gijón's sculpture of St John of the Cross.
8. St. James is usually portrayed wearing a wide-brimmed ___.
10. Basilica, the ___ ___ in Barcelona, designed by Gaudí. (7,7)
13. The ___ of Jesse is carved onto central column of Portico de la Gloria.
14. The large triumphal arch at Caparra (VDLP) has ___ Roman character.
15. Iglesia de Santa ___; the octagonal church at Eunate.
16. Francisco Goya painted ___ Maja Vestida.
17. Bronze equestrian statue of ___ Cid at Burgos by Rodrigo de Vivar.
18. Park ___ was constructed in Barcelona by Gaudi from 1900-1914.
19. La Maja Desnuda; an ___ on canvas by Goya.
22. Portico de Gloria in Santiago Cathedral was carved by Maestro ___ .
24. Goya's portrait of ___ Isobel de Porcel is in London's National Gallery.
26. Gaudi knew if something should be higher, ___, flatter or more curved.
27. __ __, also named La Pedrera; Gaudi-designed apartment building (4,4).

14 Across

Down
2. Interior of the great mosque at ___ has a forest of red & white arches.
3. El Greco's "Portrait of a man" is thought to be a ___ portrait.
4. Goya's The third ___ May is a depiction of the horrors of war.
5. ___ is best known for his painting of melting clocks.
7. The ___ museum at Bilbao is renowned for its architecture.
9. El Greco's paintings feature elongated human ___.
10. Portomarin church once used by Knights of St John is on a relocated ___.
11. The cave of __ __in northern Spain has important cave paintings. (4,4)
12 A beautiful Moorish palace-fortress at Granada.
18. Burgos Cathedral has ___ style architecture.
20. Velázquez was commissioned to paint works of the Spanish ___ family.
21. Velazquez also painted ___ Innocent X.
23. In 1926 Gaudi died after being run over by a ___.
25. Ermitas dedicated to San Roque have statues of this saint with his ___.

Sue Burrows (SA)
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